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place one may conclude that the wives of shopkeepers on the Continent
did much heavier and more exacting work than those of a corresponding
class in and near London. London and its neighbourhood had reached a
stage of industrial development where spinning, weaving, baking,
brewing and candle-making were no longer done by housewives. In
London too, even cooking was not a necessary part of domestic econ-
omy; the coffee-house, the tavern, the cook-shop (of many grades), the
alehouse, the chandler's shop, the itinerant pieman, the stall, provided
food and drink for various classes of the community. The baker cooked
many Sunday dinners, from the pie or pudding to the dubious piece of
meat thrust through with a skewer. The poorer sort, too, bought their
clothes from the many dealers in old clothes of Monmouth Street and
Rag Fair.
Secondly, these foreigners are dazzled by the easy-going prosperity
of the trading classes and confused by the comparative absence of class
distinction in dress. "The common people* and 'the lower class*, vague
terms at best, had then a different implication in England and on the
Continent, and as a matter of fact the visitors paid comparatively little
attention to the humbler folk. It is indeed true that among Londoners
we have to go very far down the social scale to find the woman who did
not employ some other woman or child to help her in washing and
scouring or in the 'minding' of children. It is true that Polly when she
married Macheath said she proposed 'like other women* to live upon
the industry of her husband, but against this aspiration may be set the
very active part taken by Mrs Peachum in the maintenance of her family.
When we reach the level of the 'labouring poor* it can almost be said
that there is no work too heavy or disagreeable to be done by women,
provided it is also ill-paid. A description of the itinerant trades of
London in 1804 remarks of the sale of cats* and dogs* meat Although
this is the most disagreeable and offensive commodity cried for sale in
London the occupation seems, to be engrossed by women'.44 We even
find a woman apprenticed to a butcher in Carnaby Market, who, when
out of her time, * lived by killing of beasts in which . .. she was very
expert'.45 There were many women butchers in the London markets,
but whether they usually did the slaughtering part of the business does
not appear.
There is a good deal of evidence - apart from the many complaints of

